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All boards glassed with S-glass on deck for strength and variations of E-glass for weight 








  

  
Glassing Types
XTR 10
XTR 10 technology is made with eXTRuded closed cell foam and are all 100% waterproof. All Boards are durable and resistant to pressure dents. The technology prolongs lifespan without loosing spring, pop, performance which keeps them lively and responsive. Every board will be responsive yet not respond to chatter “True to Poly Feel." Every board is heat tolerant and preventive to UV yellowing.
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						XTR Team Lite

						(3/4oz patch + 4oz deck / 4oz bottom) 
Recommended for lightest board possible.
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						XTR Light

						(4oz + 4oz deck / 4oz bottom)
For everyday surfing.
Recommended for riders weight 150-180 lbs.
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						XTR Standard

						(4oz + 6oz deck / 4oz bottom)
Recommended for riders weight 180-240 lbs.
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						XTR Custom

						(Your choice of glassing) 



					


				



	







  

  
Say Goodbye to Yellowing Surfboards
Our patented technology is not only the most durable type of surfboard you can get, but it keeps your surfboard white instead of the inevitable yellow board from UV rays. ⬇️




  
  






        




            The most advanced epoxy surfboards in the world.
 
Patented Technology.
 
Made in California.
Worldwide Shipping.
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Our policies

            Terms
Privacy
Shipping
Care & Handling
Contact

          
    

        




        Country/region

        

        
          
            United States
            (USD $)
          
        

        	
              
                Australia 
                (AUD $)
              
            
	
              
                Austria 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Belgium 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Canada 
                (CAD $)
              
            
	
              
                Costa Rica 
                (CRC ₡)
              
            
	
              
                Czechia 
                (CZK Kč)
              
            
	
              
                Denmark 
                (DKK kr.)
              
            
	
              
                Finland 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                France 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Germany 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Hong Kong SAR 
                (HKD $)
              
            
	
              
                Ireland 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Israel 
                (ILS ₪)
              
            
	
              
                Italy 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Japan 
                (JPY ¥)
              
            
	
              
                Malaysia 
                (MYR RM)
              
            
	
              
                Netherlands 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                New Zealand 
                (NZD $)
              
            
	
              
                Nicaragua 
                (NIO C$)
              
            
	
              
                Norway 
                (USD $)
              
            
	
              
                Poland 
                (PLN zł)
              
            
	
              
                Portugal 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Singapore 
                (SGD $)
              
            
	
              
                South Korea 
                (KRW ₩)
              
            
	
              
                Spain 
                (EUR €)
              
            
	
              
                Sweden 
                (SEK kr)
              
            
	
              
                Switzerland 
                (CHF CHF)
              
            
	
              
                Taiwan 
                (TWD $)
              
            
	
              
                United Arab Emirates 
                (AED د.إ)
              
            
	
              
                United Kingdom 
                (GBP £)
              
            
	
              
                United States 
                (USD $)
              
            



      







    Copyright © 2024 XTR Epoxy Technology, LLC.  
  






      
    





  PopupStay up to date on the latest product releases, special offers & news by signing up for our newsletter.
Read our privacy policy.


        
        
        
          
        
      





    

  


  






    
    
    
    
    